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ABSTRACT
As a key component of collaborative robots (cobots) working with humans, existing decision-making approaches try to model the uncertainty in human behaviors as latent variables. However, as more possible contingencies are covered by such intention-aware models, they face slow convergence times and less accurate responses. For this purpose, we present a novel anticipatory policy selection mechanism built on existing intention-aware models, where a robot is required to choose from an existing set of policies based on an estimate of the human. Each of these intention-aware robot models anticipates and adapts to a different human’s short-term changing behaviors. Our contribution is the Anticipatory Bayesian Policy Selection (ABPS) mechanism which selects from a library of different response policies that are generated from such models, and converges to a reliable policy after as few interactions as possible when faced with unknown humans. The selection is based on the estimation of the human in terms of long-term workplace characteristics that we call types, such as level of expertise, stamina, attention and collaborativeness. Our results show that incorporating this policy selection mechanism contributes positively to the efficiency and naturalness of the collaboration, when compared to the best intention-aware model in hindsight running alone.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in robotics are enabling more human-robot teams to work together for increased productivity. For this purpose, research into human-robot collaboration (HRC) has been mainly inspired by human-human teamwork, the core of which lies in an ability to adapt one’s behaviors to the other collaborators by categorizing their observed behaviors. By doing so, humans select appropriate behavioral responses to maintain a reliable and efficient collaboration [13]. Our motivation here is to implement a similar mechanism for robots to ensure their autonomous adaptation to different humans having naturally changing intentions, preferences, and behaviors. We call such robots social cobots [10].

Towards building such robots, many approaches have been proposed, most of which model human intentions and behaviors as a latent variable in robot planning [3–6, 8–10]. An important open problem of such intention-aware models, for their usability in real life scenarios, is the degree to which they allow for interacting with different humans that change their intentions (goals) [1]. A limitation for such models is that they become computationally expensive and less accurate as a wider variety of human behaviors are modeled [12, 22]. Therefore, for more efficient decision-making, existing models implicitly make the assumptions that a human’s intention and collaboration preferences are constant or always relevant to an assigned task [10]. This majorly limits a human’s intention and behavior space, whereas in reality a human’s dynamic desires and emotions introduce greater uncertainty in human behaviors over the course of repeated interactions [19]. Failing to adapt would restrict the fluency of the collaboration also leading to distrust and frustration from the collaborating human [14].

Our belief is that it is very difficult to design and/or learn a single model for a person a robot is collaborating with, let alone for different human types. A robot could face various type of human behaviors. A human behavior may change as a reaction to robot responses. For example, a human may become less collaborative when a robot frustrates her by interfering with a task that she would not trust the robot with. Such human behaviors may also adapt to the context, such as a different task to collaborate on, changing working conditions, daily mood, etc. [7]. Those changes may even be as a result of another human worker starting to collaborate (e.g. a work shift). To ensure long-term usability of robots, a robot should adapt to both short-term changes in a human collaborator’s mental state (e.g. tough day at work) and long-term personal habits, preferences and trust. We call each different combination of such long-term behaviors a unique human type. Our intuition is that rather than a single adaptive model, sometimes a robot may need to follow completely different decision-making strategies, i.e. policies, to enable fast and reliable online adaptation to various human types.

In this paper, we present a novel anticipatory policy selection mechanism built on top of existing intention- and situation-aware models for an extended adaptation of robots to various human types. In our previous study, we designed a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) that adapts to a human’s short-term changing behaviors, modeling her availability, intention (motivation) and capability as a latent variable [10]. Our focus in this study is on a robot’s adaptation to human long-term behaviors, i.e. human
types. We create a policy library by randomly constructing different robot models based on our existing model design. Through this random generation, we are agnostic to specific human types and behaviors modeled. Our contribution is an Anticipatory Bayesian Policy Selection (ABPS) mechanism based on Bayesian Policy Reuse (BPR) [25], which selects a policy from the library in short time and converges to a reliable and nearly optimal policy after as few interactions as possible. The selection is based on a human’s estimated long-term workplace characteristics, such as level of expertise, stamina (or fatigue), attention and collaborativeness\(^1\), that correlate to the policy performance. Instead of modeling known human types as a latent variable, we estimate unknown human types from the observed human behaviors using Bayesian belief estimation. To our knowledge, this is the first time such a policy selection mechanism has been proposed complementing intention-aware planning approaches in HRC, providing fast and reliable anticipatory decision-making for both long-term and short-term adaptation to unknown human types (through ABPS) and their changing behaviors through each selected policy.

Our goal is to show that integrating such a policy selection mechanism contributes positively to the efficiency (e.g. time to finish a task, success rate) and naturalness (e.g. a human’s increased willingness to collaborate) of the collaboration, when compared to the best intention-aware model in hindsight running alone. We consider a simulated HRC scenario at a conveyor belt for the task of inspecting and storing various products, each of which has different weights. Different types of modeled humans, responsive to both robot actions and changing environment, collaborate on the task autonomously with our adaptive robot decision-making mechanism implementing ABPS (Section 3). We present our experiments and analysis on our policy selection through its effects on the efficiency and the naturalness of the collaboration (Section 4).

2 RELATED WORK

Human-robot interaction studies have lately focused on human intention-aware robot decision-making models for anticipatory adaptation of the robots to humans. Most of these models introduce human intentions as a latent variable in a POMDP, which causes great complexity with an increasing number of human intentions anticipated and handled. For a reasonable convergence time, such a design conventionally has to limit the human intention space and systemic errors a human can make [12]. Therefore, the studies implicitly make the assumption that either a human’s intention (or goal) is constant or it is changing in a known limited intention space [10]. We were unable to find any studies that consider the human behaviors as freely stochastic in an unconstrained environment. As a result, robot decision policies generated by such complex models have been developed and tested under constrained environments with rather limited interactions [2–6, 15]. It has been stated that such assumptions limit a robot’s anticipation of a human’s dynamic behaviors and goals that mostly occur in the long-term as a result of changing preferences, habits, needs and trust [1, 10, 19].

\(^1\)We use this term to indicate the level of a human’s will to collaborate that may change due to, for example, task-relevant distrust of the human to the robot.

There has been a handful of studies that removes such assumptions on human intentions and behaviors. Contingencies in human actions have been partly considered [11, 18]; however, all actions are still assumed to be toward fulfilling a task, possibly in a way that differs from the expected plan. In our recent work, we conceptualize an anticipatory decision-making model (a POMDP) for the robot that removes those assumptions and handles a human’s unexpected behaviors after the human’s changing availability, motivation and capability in collaboration tasks [10]. Even though we show that such a proactive model performs better than a robot model with the assumptions, the handled behaviors are limited and less dynamic, and the POMDP model handles only the basic type of behaviors (i.e., tired, distracted, incapable) as a latent variable. In other words, the robot model was not adapting to different humans but instead acting proactively against one simulated person randomly generating such short-term changing behaviors. In this study, we extend a robot’s adaptation to anticipate a variety of human types.

Towards incorporating more variety in human characteristics, some studies have proposed complementary solutions to be built on top of a robot’s intention-aware planner to foster high-level strategies. In [21], humans are clustered from observations during a training phase into a finite number of human types. The estimated human type is again used as a latent variable in a MOMDP (mixed observability MDP) model to decide on robot actions. The number of types in this study is a limiting factor, where each different type is considered as a partially observable state. This limitation is majorly due to MOMDPs struggling to scale to more states when each type is introduced as a latent state variable. It has been recently stated that when POMDPs are used to optimize spatio-temporal assignments of robots, accurate system models are needed to evaluate both actions and rewards, which are often unavailable or fail to anticipate and adapt to various conditions in long-term missions [20].

To overcome the limitation of a Markov decision process in its larger scale adaptation, the authors in [3] build several such robot models with varying reward and transition functions to handle different tasks. In other words, the robots are given the ability to explore different policies and trade-off toward higher interaction and task quality. However, the study is limited to analyzing different policies to govern such varieties in humans in the context of pedestrian-robot vehicle interaction leaving out the autonomous selection of an optimal one. Our approach brings together the idea of generating many such reliable Markov models [3] to construct a policy library, and the idea of estimating human types on a meta-level as a complementary solution to the intention-aware models [21]; and goes beyond them to offer a fast and reliable policy selection mechanism as part of a closed-loop robot system. Our policy selection replaces the conventional method of using hierarchical or more complicated POMDPs, as it acts as a discretization of the POMDP models instead of modeling types as a latent variable. This allows us to deal with the problem in a more computationally efficient way, and to handle unknown human types while mitigating the need to learn (expensive) response policies on the fly.

For the policy selection in the context of adaptive social agents, some studies have developed decision trees [17] or Bayesian models, e.g. [22], selecting from a limited number of policies. Towards broader adaptations, a recent study proposes a contextual multi-arm bandit (CMAB) approach in an assistant selection mechanism for a robot [20]. Although this approach has proven to be useful in adapting to human capabilities and constraints in a simulation, the
exploration factor of a CMAB would be very dangerous and frustrating for a human collaborator in real world. In addition, in policy or reward learning algorithms, the learning rate is very difficult to tune and the response time is considerably high for any interaction in real time. Therefore, to satisfy fast learning rates in HRC, which is related to how fast the human behaviors are changing, the studies mostly assume limited human intention space [21, 23]. Particularly, when human workers have their shift changes or when a human drastically exerts different behaviors (e.g. loss of attention, fatigue or injuries in workplaces [7, 16]), learning a new reward function or a policy would take time which is very costly, especially in collaboration scenarios. Moreover, we still need to have an accurate reward and transition model which, in the end, needs to be applicable to all humans being interacted with, and yet again is not realistic to find. In such cases, it is better to reuse a pretrained model rather than spending too much time on training a new one [25].

In an online HRC, a robot’s autonomous, reliable and fast response is a direct influence on the fluency and the naturalness of the human-robot teaming [14]. Toward more efficient and safe HRC, we believe the Bayesian Policy Reuse (BPR) algorithm is the best fit to our problem [25]. BPR has been shown to perform better than a multi-arm bandit (fast and reliable policy selection) in online adaptation tasks when faced with a greater uncertainty about the description of the task. It considers a priori information leading to less exploration and so less unreliable responses of the robot during operation. In our solution, ABPS, we have updated BPR to incorporate anticipation of a human’s uncertainty in her long-term behaviors and to be a generic and complementary solution to the existing intention-aware planning solutions for an increased adaptation in real time. Even though ABPS is agnostic to any labels of human types and robot policies, for our domain we generalize some characteristic features of humans in workplaces, inspired from [7, 16, 20], that are crucial for a collaborative robot to know. These are a human’s expertise, attention, stamina-level and collaborativeness and they are used to describe a human type.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overall Framework

Figure 1 shows our overall framework with an overview of how we organize the decision-making process in a human-robot collaboration. In the upper layer, tasks are created and assigned to either the human or the robot. In the meta-cognitive level the ABPS agent selects one decision strategy among a policy library according to the anticipated type of the human partner. Following the selection, a decision strategy is forwarded to the cognitive level for the decision-making agent to execute. In our implementation, each decision strategy is a robot policy comprised of optimal actions for each possible belief over the world states and generated when a POMDP robot model is solved for maximizing expected rewards (see in Section 3.2.1).

The cognitive level of the system in Figure 1 has been the focus of similar studies, which involves a robot’s decision-making agent acted upon one precomputed anticipatory model, in our case a POMDP model [10]. In this work, we focus on the meta-cognitive level. It includes the policy library constructed from such handcrafted Markov models (detailed in Section 3.2.1) and our ABPS mechanism consisting of human type (belief) estimation (Section 3.2.2) and policy selection with an exploration heuristic for a quick adaptation to a class of human types (Section 3.2.3).

3.2 Anticipatory Bayesian Policy Selection (ABPS)

Our approach is based on the Bayesian policy reuse algorithm [25]. The definition of ABPS is given with Definition 1.

DEFINITION 1 (ABPS). An ABPS agent is equipped with a policy library $\Pi$ to act appropriately in the context of some human types and tasks in HRC domain. The agent is presented with a human collaborator having an unknown type in a known task, which must be solved within a limited time and small number of trials. The goal of the agent is to select policies from $\Pi$ for the new and possibly unknown human type, over which it has a belief distribution $\beta(.)$, while minimizing the total regret in a limited time. Minimizing the regret in this domain is defined by increasing the task success rate and decreasing the amount of warnings received from a human collaborator, relative to the best alternative from $\Pi$ in hindsight.

ABPS measures the similarity between an unknown human type and previously known types to identify which policies may be the best to reuse. In this case, a collaborated human’s type is latent and the human type space is not fully known. Therefore, a correlation between policies and a bounded set of human types is not possible. The similarity of types is extracted from offline training with some known types and by utilizing this trained model online, constructing $\beta(.)$. The general algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. We first detail how a policy and the library $\Pi$ is constructed in Section 3.2.1. The observation signals and the observation model for the human type belief update (see line 7, 8 of Algorithm 1) are detailed in Section 3.2.2. Then, the policy selection step and the construction of the performance model used in this step (in line 4 of Algorithm 1) is described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Policy Library Construction. To generate many policies for the policy library, we use the anticipatory robot model design simplified in Figure 2 as a base, which we have previously shown.
Algorithm 1 Anticipatory Bayesian Policy Selector (ABPS)

Require: Human type space $\mathcal{T}$, robot policy library $\Pi$, an observation vector for observed human behaviors $\sigma$ in an observation space $\Omega$, an observation model to match observables to known human types $P(Q|\mathcal{T}, \Pi)$, utility as accumulated discounted reward obtained from running a policy $U$, a performance model $P(U|\mathcal{T}, \Pi)$, number of tasks $K$, exploration heuristics $U$.

1: Train offline for performance and observation models.
2: Initialize a belief $\beta^0$ uniform distribution from the prior $\mathcal{T}$.
3: for task IDs $t=1...K$ do
4:   Select a policy $\pi^t \in \Pi$ using $\beta^{t-1}$ and performance model, $P(U|\mathcal{T}, \Pi)$, using $U$ in Equation (3).
5:   Apply selected policy $\pi^t$ to the task and the human.
6:   wait (until the task $t$ is completed)
7:   Obtain observations $\sigma^t$ from the human and the environment emitted during the task.
8:   Update belief $\beta^t$ using $\sigma^t$ by belief update function in Equation (1).
9: end for

to perform well in this context [10]. The model is the POMDP tuple $\{S, A, T, R, O, \Omega, \gamma\}$. $S$ comprises the hidden states of a human’s task related availability, motivation and capability. These are anticipated at the first stage (see Stage-1 in Figure 2). Then, moving from Stage-1 the robot anticipates whether the human needs assistance or not from the robot’s perspective at Stage-2. The other states are the global success and failure states that define the result of a task (terminal states), the states of a new task assigned to the agents (initial states), and a state when the robot receives a warning from the human for any reason. $A$ is the robot actions to wait for human (idle), plan for assisting action (planning) and assist human as shown in Figure 2. $T$ is the state transition probabilities. $R$ is the immediate reward the robot receives. Positive rewards are acquired when a task has been accomplished by any agent and negative rewards are for a task failure or when warnings are received from the human. The latter is to encourage the planning to be less intrusive, i.e., the robot will not offer assistance unless it is deemed part of the optimal policy. $\Omega$ is the set of human action and task observations as detailed in Section 3.2.2 and $O$ represents the conditional observation probabilities. $\gamma$ is the discount factor for delayed rewards and we solve the model for an optimal robot policy, $\pi$.

The offline generation of different policies to construct the policy library is done by adjusting $T$ and $O$: the state and observation probabilities of the model corresponding to different human types. Changes in $T$ correspond to different transitions of a human’s internal states, e.g., a robot policy assumes the human tires faster (related to the stamina-level) or the human needs assistance when she is not capable (related to the collaborativeness). Whereas changes in $O$ define the observations emitted by the human as a function of her internal states. For example, a human not being able to handle the task could indicate that she is tired, or she is a beginner (related to expertise) depending on her type, both of which should be handled differently by the robot. Additionally, by adjusting $O$, we are able to make the model a partially observable, mixed observability or fully observable Markov decision process (POMDP, MOMDP or MDP, respectively). We randomly adjust the probabilities as mentioned above to generate various Markov decision models, each of which handles a unique human type, and solve for their optimal policies to construct our policy library $\Pi$. The main reason we move from a base model as in Figure 2 is to limit the arbitrary generation of robot policies to avoid overloading the space with unreliable candidates [1]. This way we also show how we integrate ABPS to existing intention-aware models.

3.2.2 Human Type Belief Estimation. The space of human types is in general infinite, but we limit this to control complexity. Therefore, the construction of a type space $\mathcal{T}$ is a crucial process. For this purpose, we train an estimation model from a set of known types and use it online to estimate a new unknown type as a belief distribution over the known ones, $\beta(\cdot)$. In order to train such a model, we generalize some characteristic human features to approximate a human type. These features are inspired from [7, 16, 20] and are stated to be crucial to be known by a collaborative robot. These are a human’s expertise, attention, stamina-level and collaborativeness. The last term is a more general description of a human’s acceptance rate of a robot’s offer for assistance. The type space consists of many human types by adjusting the level of these features, e.g. a human with beginner skills, pensive, bad stamina and non-collaborative behaviors (e.g. always rejecting a robot’s assistance due to distrust). We argue that any human worker can be represented as a distribution of such features in our experiments. More details on the simulated human types in type space $\mathcal{T}$ are given in Section 4.1.2.

The human type estimation model is used by ABPS as a priori information, which we call the observation model.

Definition 2 (Observation model). For a robot policy $\pi$, a human type $\tau$ and an observation vector $\sigma$ obtained from the human actions and the environment, the observation model $P(\sigma|\tau, \pi)$ is a probability distribution over the observation signals $\sigma \in \Omega$ that results by applying the policy $\pi$ to the type $\tau$.

All the combinations of known human types in $\mathcal{T}$ and the robot policies in the library are run against each other offline several times to generate our observation model (detailed in Section 4.1.3). The observation signals are emitted by the collaborated human and...
the environment, reflecting a human’s actions and their impact on the task and the environment. In our experiments, an observation vector, \( \sigma \in \Omega \), is a 6-D boolean vector with the following observables: \{human is detected, human is looking around, human has taken a task related action and succeeded in it (e.g. grasping and lifting a package in our scenario), human has taken a task related action and failed, human is warning the robot, human is idle\}. The ABPS agent receives these observables at every episode of a task when applied to human type \( \pi \). The potential is then chosen, as given in Equation (3).

The performance model, \( P(U|\tau, \pi) \), is a probability distribution over the utility, \( U \), of a policy \( \pi \) when applied to human type \( \tau \). The simulation environment allows our robotic system to run a long-term collaboration. Such long-term experiments make it possible for the robots to face many different changing human types and behaviors under various conditions. As a result, we do not have to be limited to constrained environments and human interactions. This helps us train very accurate models of the interaction, as well as run rigorous tests on our system facing and covering more uncertainties of humans.

All of our scenarios consist of several sequential task assignments to simulate a long-term collaboration. A task in our case is product inspection and storing. It starts with an initial task assignment to either robot or the human based on the product’s weight and fragility. We only consider the cases where a task is assigned to the human, in order to keep our focus on anticipating the human’s type and behaviors and correctly assess her need for assistance. The collaboration is when the robot correctly estimates the human’s such need and helps with the task. A task is successful when the product is inspected and put into green containers either by the human or by the robot (see Figure 3a). We set a maximum allowed processing time for each product inspection, \( t_{\text{max}} \), to keep the collaboration and production flowing in the factory. The conveyor belt waits for \( t_{\text{max}} \) for a package to be processed, or else it runs and the product falls into the uninspected-product container (the red container in Figure 3a) leading to a task failure. As stated in Algorithm 1, a new policy is selected after each task is finalized.

### 4 EVALUATION

#### 4.1 Experiments

In this section, we first detail the simulation environment we have used for our experiments in Section 4.1.1. We then give our human simulation mechanism and how human models are crafted towards simulating short and long-term changes in human behaviors and types, in a task of inspection and storage of various products (Section 4.1.2). After that, we describe the training phase to construct the library and the estimation models for ABPS (Section 4.1.3). Finally, we give the details of how we conduct the real-time experiments and our performance metrics in Section 4.1.4.

#### 4.1.1 Simulation Environment

We implement the proposed architecture in Figure 1 in the Robot Operating System (ROS) and use our simulation environment developed under the MORSE environment. As seen in Figure 3, we have developed an updated version of the MORSE human and PR2 models with special actions related to our use-case task. The simulation environment allows our robotic system to run a long-term collaboration. Such long-term experiments make it possible for the robots to face many different changing human types and behaviors under various conditions. As a result, we do not have to be limited to constrained environments and human interactions. This helps us train very accurate models of the interaction, as well as run rigorous tests on our system facing and covering more uncertainties of humans.

#### 4.1.2 Human Simulation

We have modeled many different human types for our collaboration scenarios. In our experiments, we run randomly generated models to reflect changing and unknown levels of expertise, stamina, attention and collaborativeness. The models reflect them as actions, which are observations for the robot obtained from 3D human body joints always available directly from the simulated humans. Since it is not the focus of this study, we use a state-of-the-art human activity recognition (HAR) system inspired by existing studies, e.g., [24], to recognize the constrained and distinctly simulated human gestures: the human is looking around (i.e. distracted as in Figure 3a), attempting the task (see Figure 3d), warning the robot (a special gesture to stop the robot as shown in Figure 3b), idle (inactive), walking away (see Figure 3c). During a task, the robot collects all the observations emitted from
That means we have dynamic transition probabilities changing over the course of the interactions, leading to updates on human models after each task, and so updated human behaviors. An example to illustrate this may be observed as follows: suppose a robot interfered in a task after each task, and so updated human behaviors. An example to such responsive behaviors is that a human becomes less collaborative as her robot partner selects wrong policies, e.g., the robot takes over a task (depicted as \( n_r \)) when the human was already planning to handle it. A decrease in collaborativeness is handled with an increased transition probability of the human to warn the robot when a robot interferes with a task. Another example is that a transition to the state of being tired depends on the number of tasks already handled, \( k_t \). Finally, each human model is simulated with random sampling using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In the end, the MCMC simulation and the responsive transition function lead to human simulations exerting dynamic behaviors changing in response to the robot decisions and with a small random factor. Through this modeling scheme we create various human types with changing characteristics, e.g., a beginner, tired and collaborative human, a mid-expert, high-stamina and less-collaborative human.

4.1.3 Training Phase. We have generated many different robot policies to build \( \Pi \), the library. During the generation, all robot model designs have random transition and observation probabilities assigned (see Section 3.2.1); therefore, they are agnostic to the state transitions inherent in the human models. In the end, 20 policies have been selected for their use in the experiments in order not to overload the policies’ library. This selection is based on how well they performed overall against different randomly generated human models, i.e., discarding the worst ones, and how distinct their performance models are (see Definition 3) from the other policies, i.e., grouping the similar ones. Some policies ignore a human’s warnings and try to complete a task, whereas some pay more attention to a human’s needs, taking the human as the leader of the collaboration. The trade-off between these two is more obvious when it comes to non-collaborative types. There are also some policies that prefer to encourage the human to complete the task, e.g., by pointing out to the human when distracted instead of directly taking over the task. Which policy is more optimal depends on the interacted human type and the task definition.

We are agnostic to the exact type labels of humans in our experiments. As mentioned, we assume each human the robot is interacting with has an unknown type to the robot, which can only be estimated as a distribution over the known types. For this purpose, we have crafted 16 different human types (known types), again with the goal of each generating as distinct set of observations (human actions) as possible toward a more heterogeneous distribution. Generating distinct observations means creating human types with extremes of the four features, namely the levels of expertise, stamina, attention and collaborativeness. Our assumption is that an unknown human type can be approximated as a probability distribution over these extreme types. Increasing the number of known human types would yield less accurate type estimations with a higher convergence time. However, we note that since each of the 16 human models are stochastic, they still generate a diversity of behaviors after random sampling (see Section 4.1.2).

During the training phase we run each of the 20 robot policy against the 16 known human types for 50 sequential tasks. In total, human and robot models accomplished 16000 interactions (16000 task instances), which is very difficult to manage in real-life scenarios. The performance model and the observation model (see Definition 2) are constructed after this training phase.
A single intention-aware robot model is limited in its adaptation to various human types. Our ABPS mechanism provides broader adaptation to various and changing human types leading to more efficient and natural collaboration, while maintaining fast and reliable convergence to the best policy.

To explore the hypothesis, we conduct two lines of experiments and gather the objective measures below:

**Experiment-1:** The goal of this experiment is to see the performance of ABPS in terms of how fast and reliably it converges to the best policy performance. For this purpose, we compare an ABPS robot collaborating with a randomly created human type unknown to the robot, with the best performing robot policy for that type when collaborating with the same human. The best robot policy is picked from the library as the best performer in hindsight for the experienced human type. Both robots interact with the human for 30 sequential task assignments and this scenario is repeated 10 times for each. We measure the moving average regret of both of the robots and compare the change over time. A regret for a selected policy \( \pi \in \Pi \) is \( R^T_{\pi} = U^T_{\pi} - U^T_{\pi^*} \) for a human type \( \tau \in \mathcal{T} \) and the best policy \( \pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi \in \Pi} U^T_{\pi} \).

**Experiment-2** The goal of this experiment is to show the contribution of our ABPS model to the adaptation capability of a robot through increased efficiency and naturalness in the collaboration. For this purpose, we compare the performance of ABPS robot with the library’s best policy in hindsight running alone, when collaborating with various types of humans unknown to the robot and changing during the operation. The robot is unaware of this change, which might be thought of as a shift in a factory environment. The best policy for this experiment is the overall best performer in the policy library, picked after the training phase when averaged over all the interactions. For the purpose of simulating unknown human characteristics, we randomly crafted 10 different human types offline. At every 30th task in a scenario (enough to let ABPS converge), the human type changes drastically to another unknown human type in a certain order, and the robot has to adjust its responses accordingly. The same order is repeated 5 times (300 sequential tasks in each scenario) for each strategy to average and smooth the human type characteristics and observe the long-term performance of the robots. We analyze the following for both of the strategies:

- **How the human state distribution and the average reward the robot collects change over time.** This shows the effect of such type and behavior changes on a single intention-aware model that introduces those changes as a latent variable versus the ABPS mechanism and its adaptation capability.
- **Success rate, the number of warnings the robot received from humans and the approximate time a task takes.** These are to compare the task efficiency and naturalness of the robots. We also analyze the trade-off between time and success rate as made by the policy selector to avoid human warnings.

### 4.2 Results

The results of Experiment-1 are illustrated in Figure 4. ABPS naturally has a uniform belief distribution over the human types when first initialized, and has selected different policies (best performers of the library) until its belief estimation converges (as shown by higher deviations). It has already reached a very close performance to the best policy after the 6th task, by correctly selecting the same policy at that time (i.e., at the 6th iteration). The difference between the moving average regrets of both strategies decreases to equalize after this point showing the fast convergence of ABPS (one-way ANOVA: \( F(1, 58) = 0.017, p = 0.895 \)). It should be noted that a zero regret cannot be reached even by the best policy and there is a constant variance on the values. This reflects that the human’s behaviors are constantly changing over the course of the interaction. In a real world setup we may have more stable behaviors from people; however, with this experiment we point out the adaptation performance of ABPS.

For Experiment-2, the results are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. We compare our ABPS with the overall best policy in hindsight in the policy library. To reflect the dynamic nature of our human simulations, Figure 5a shows the average duration of each different human state in one task, and how this duration changes over the task assignments. Within every 30 tasks we visualize a human’s changing availability, motivation and capability which are generated by a single type. These behaviors are reflected under the human states of failed to handle the task, being tired, being distracted, evaluating (spending time to figure out how to achieve) and warning the robot (when a human does not want the robot’s assistance) as shown in Figure 5a. The drastic changes of these states after every 30 tasks shows the different long-term characteristics, i.e., types, of human workers. For example, the human which took a shift between the 90-120th tasks is more of a distracted type whereas between the 210-240th tasks is a more expert human, with less failures and evaluating time.

We note again the dynamic nature of each human models and Monte Carlo sampling yield various behaviors as shown in Figure 5a, e.g. an expert human can also fail sometimes. This causes many fluctuations in the moving average rewards collected after each task as illustrated in Figure 5b. It is noticeable how the rewards are affected by different humans starting to interact with the robot (at every 30th task instance). In most of such cases, the overall best policy model is affected more negatively than ABPS. For example, between the 180-210th tasks the human type resembles more beginner and less collaborative behaviors than the others due to the number of warnings she made to the robot and the number of
As shown in Figure 6b and Figure 5b, the warnings received by the overall best policy accumulate greatly, especially against the humans between the 60-90th and 180-210th tasks (the former is tired, the latter is a beginner and both are non-collaborative), whereas the ABPS robot has successfully adapted to the situations and accumulated fewer warnings. This shows such an adaptation is necessary for the naturalness of the collaboration, which also affects the success rate of the system and finally the accumulated reward being the combination of both (Figure 6c and Figure 6a, respectively). During these task intervals, ABPS trades off the duration of the tasks with the efficiency and naturalness through the selected policies (see Figure 6d and Figure 6b). The human type is likely to exert slightly more non-collaborative behaviors and the policy selection of the ABPS favors avoiding interference, waiting for the human to succeed, collecting more rewards through higher success rates and fewer warnings. On the other hand, the best policy offered assistance and took over the tasks in general. This resulted in more warnings received by the best policy and lower success rates as the robot had to cancel its action after the warning. However, it led to faster times of completing the task, most of which failures. Such a difficult human type causes a drop in the average reward the overall best policy collects, whereas our ABPS selects another policy (the best for that type) adapting to the situation that results in almost no change to the reward level. This policy has avoided possible warnings by not taking over the human’s task directly but encouraging the human and waiting patiently for the human to handle it unless it is too late for the task. ABPS shows its necessity in such a realistic system, especially at the beginning of the experiment where the overall best policy is clearly not suitable for that type of human. In general, one-way ANOVA tests show that the accumulated rewards of ABPS is significantly larger (see in Table 1) with a mean difference of 39.2%. This and the almost stable reward level in Figure 5b shows that ABPS provides faster and more reliable adaptation to these difficult cases.

As shown in Figure 6b and Figure 5b, the warnings received by the overall best policy accumulate greatly, especially against the humans between the 60-90th and 180-210th tasks (the former is tired, the latter is a beginner and both are non-collaborative), whereas the ABPS robot has successfully adapted to the situations and accumulated fewer warnings. This shows such an adaptation is necessary for the naturalness of the collaboration, which also affects the success rate of the system and finally the accumulated reward being the combination of both (Figure 6c and Figure 6a, respectively). During these task intervals, ABPS trades off the duration of the tasks with the efficiency and naturalness through the selected policies (see Figure 6d and Figure 6b). The human type is likely to exert slightly more non-collaborative behaviors and the policy selection of the ABPS favors avoiding interference, waiting for the human to succeed, collecting more rewards through higher success rates and fewer warnings. On the other hand, the best policy offered assistance and took over the tasks in general. This resulted in more warnings received by the best policy and lower success rates as the robot had to cancel its action after the warning. However, it led to faster times of completing the task, most of which

were a failure. Despite such small trade-offs, ANOVA tests show that ABPS leads to significantly better efficiency (with 9.5% higher mean success rate and with 14.6% less mean task duration) and more natural (with 58.8% fewer warnings received) human-robot collaboration, as summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>µABPS</th>
<th>µBest Policy</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discounted rewards</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>F(1, 598) = 74.11, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total warnings</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>F(1, 598) = 70.37, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>F(1, 598) = 29.94, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task duration</td>
<td>26.04 secs</td>
<td>30.49 secs</td>
<td>F(1, 598) = 15.61, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUSION

We introduce our novel anticipatory Bayesian policy selection (ABPS), in an HRC setup as a complementary solution to the existing intention-aware robot decision-making models. We examine the effects of our ABPS on a collaborative robot’s adaptation to unknown human types and their changing behaviors in a long-term collaboration. Our results have shown that ABPS is a fast and reliable policy selection mechanism for HRC scenarios. Having such a mechanism on top of a robot’s intention-aware decision-making contributes positively to the efficiency and naturalness of the collaboration by providing better adaptation to the collaborated human, when compared to the state-of-the-art robot decision-making models running alone. In our experiments, we have utilized our fully autonomous architecture capable of running ABPS along with a robot’s decision-making and observation agents, in a real-time human-in-the-loop simulation setup. In future work we will validate our system through user studies on a real setup.
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